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Hey lovely bride! 
 
It’s Nikki here and I want to say a huge official welcome to our
Ultimate Wedmin Weekend Challenge! 

It’s finally time! Today is the day to start planning the day of
your dreams the Wed-in-Bliss way! I hope you're ready 

Don’t forget to get your hands on that gorgeous free guide on
'How to Plan your Wedding without Overwhelm or Confusion!' You
can download it over on our Challenge Recap page right HERE. 

Before we dive right into today’s task - I want to give you a
quick reminder that you are AWESOME - and that you deserve
to enjoy this milestone moment in your life. Embrace it because
it's all yours already! 

Love & Light, 

Nikki xoxo
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WELCOME to day 1

Marriage Planning Mentor

https://www.wed-in-bliss.com/challengerecap
https://www.facebook.com/wedinblissuk/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/wedinblissuk/_created/
https://www.instagram.com/wedinblissuk/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-wiA_5ozaAUU5JrI9qv7ZQ/featured


Your vision represents the overall feel of your wedding. 

It'll be the foundation that you bounce off and the stake in the ground that you'll keep
coming back to when the ship's sea gets stormy. 

I like to guide my brides through a visual technique I created to help them solidify it
because everything starts here. Until you know exactly what you want to re-create, you
can not begin the search for your suppliers. 

If you do, you may end up clashing with them as they try to understand a vision that you're
not even sure of yourself. We want to really nail this part down before we move on.

Dreaming up the day is part of the fun of planning a wedding and that's why I love to start
here rather than with the budget, mainly because I truly believe that on any budget, we
can re-create the wedding of your dreams. I want you to think big, I want you to go back
to how you felt when you first imagined your wedding and from here we'll scale up or
down depending on what's most important.

I love to teach this part, it's like working with a blank canvas and anything is possible,
which is why I'm now going to guide you through some of my best tools for dreaming up
the day and if you sign up for our bonus masterclass then you'll really love a segment, in
particular, one where I guide you through the morning of your wedding day. 

An exercise that can and has brought brides to happy tears! 

First, let's talk about some facts and formulas...
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Building 

Your vision



When I first begin working with a bride, I tend to walk them through a workbook that's
dedicated to their vision. Simple questions with big answers!

We start off slowly dreaming up their themes and colour schemes before moving on to the
day itself. 

As part of the new Bliss Bride Experience, I ask my brides to write down 5 emotional or
experiential things they're most looking forward to on the day.

This could be:

- The excitement of the morning
- The first look
- The walk down the aisle
- The exchanging of vows
- The first dance

Whatever these may be, prioritise as many of them as possible and if ever you're feeling a
little lost on this sometimes lonely path of planning a wedding, just remember and
imagine these moments you're longing for. They will help you to find your way back to
creativity and reasoning. 

As an added extra, why not give this a go right now using the template on the next page...
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My vision formula

works & it works          Fast!     



When you think about your wedding day, what are the 5 most emotional or experiential
things that you're looking forward to most? Make sure to prioritise these when you're
planning and be sure to consciously savour them on the day. 
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5 moments you're

most                          to...  Looking forward        

01

02

03

04

05



I truly believe that a dream wedding can be created on any budget nowadays and I want
nothing more than for you to have the most perfect day for you and your partner! 

Think Big. The beginning of the process is the dreaming phase, so don't worry about how
something will work or how much it will cost, we'll make time for that later. 

My secret motto is to always PERSONALISE, PERSONALISE, PERSONALISE when it comes
to building your vision for the big day. 

I see all too often when a couple follow the latest trend or the most popular colour scheme
but we want to dig deeper so what makes sense to you as a couple? 

Do you both love the Summer? Maybe bright colours are your thing. 
A favourite football team that you're fiancé can't let go of? Use the team's colours in a
different shade if you'd like to?

When you really make way to tell your own personal story of how you both came to be,
you'll be on your way to creating memories that will last for a lifetime, not just for a
moment. Your wedding day, when looked back on, should feel timeless because it really
unearthed the chapter of you as a couple. 

Over on the next page, I've curated a few questions that you can ask yourself if you're
unsure of what type of wedding is right for you...
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My secret motto for

building your                Vision!     



Since the vision represents the overall feel of the wedding, we need to make space to
create the atmosphere you're looking to infuse into the day. 

Sit down with your fiancé to really understand what it is that they want and how you
can blend both decisions to suit you as a couple. 
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6 questions to ask yourself when deciding

the                              you really want... type of wedding        

01

02

03

04

05

06

Do we want a big, average or small wedding?

What do we enjoy doing as a couple?

How formal would we like it?

What are our favourite colours?

What season do we both love the most?

What is the overall vibe of the day?



Woohoo! We're here! 

Day 1 is all about Building your Mood Board and Clarifying your Vision and so that's exactly
what we're going to do! 

Once you've completed today's task, be sure to post your findings via a screenshot or a
video screen scroll on tonight's results thread which will drop at 8 pm into the group
AFTER your live recap with me at 7 pm! 

Here's what I'd like you to do for Day 1:
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today's task           

Curate a collage of images that best represent the
theme and colour scheme you want for your big day

If you already have a Pinterest board that's bursting at the seams with an array of ideas
that don't necessarily match, I'd like you to create a new board and begin to move over
your most heavily pinned images. You'll start to see an undercurrent of what you're feeling
most swayed towards. 

Sure enough, your theme and its colour scheme will begin to show itself. 

It's easy to get lost in amongst a sea of beautiful images but we want to make sure that
you're really narrowing down your vision so that you have more of a focus when it comes
to choosing your suppliers, trust me - this will help to cut a lot of the noise out!
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task tools            

Another option, if you're feeling crafty is to create a physical mood board, go ahead and
print out your favourite images and take different cuttings from magazines to help you to
build up a vision for the day. Take a picture and post it on our results thread that way. 

So, where can we find these images? 
Use apps, engines and tools like Pinterest, Instagram, Google Images, Tumblr and blogs to
find your dreamy inspiration. 

If you're not a fan of Pinterest or you've never used it before to create your collage, there
are a few other apps that you can use to build them. 
Click on the logo's below to access them.

https://www.canva.com/
https://www.befunky.com/
https://piccollage.com/
https://www.picmonkey.com/
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FAQ's               

I see this every now and again. The trick here is to separately answer those 6 questions on
page 6. It's a tool I encourage my brides to do whenever they feel that they're not on the
same page as their partner. 

Next step, compromise! Ahhhh - welcome to marriage! 
It's true though so find and celebrate those moments where you both felt aligned with
your answers but also acknowledge those that you struggled with and try to find a
common ground so that you can meet in the middle. 

This day is for you both to enjoy and rather than letting things divide you, find areas to
unite! This can be one of them. 

I completely understand! There's so much choice and it's all beautiful.
My advice? If you're early in your wedding planning process and you still have a way to go,
you'll notice that it will naturally unfold in its own way, however, until it does, I suggest
that you refrain from making any purchases until you have it all nailed down or else you
could be on a one-way ticket to losing your hard-earnt money! 

If your wedding is fast approaching and you need to get things underway, then really sit
down with your partner to focus in on this task in more detail, work through those initial
first moments when the most heavily pinned images on your collage took your breath
away - why did they? How does it resonate with your journey as a couple? 

Help! I'm really struggling to let go and

narrow down my theme!               

My partner and i can't agree...              



Great question! So glad you asked!

Another visionary tool that I teach to my couples is to niche down and choose their non-
negotiables. Ideally, three, one per person and then one collectable for you as a couple.

By non-negotiables, I mean within the wedding so of course, being around your family
and friends is important but I want you to dig deeper and more logistically, as this will
then help you to focus the budget and will offer space in other areas to reduce and save
money too.

For us, since I have a heavy background in music, entertainment was my non-negotiable.
My husband, Osh, is a documentary filmmaker and so Photo/Film was important to him.
Collectively, we're massive foodies and LOVE to eat so the Catering was our collective
non-negotiable! 

I've seen the most beautiful weddings created on £5,000. 

Nowadays, more so than in recent years, we have more and more affordable ways to
recreate a wedding that looks like it's cost so much more. The key to this is to be
innovative and at times to do things yourself. 

Weighing up the cost of your time and money in creation against outsourcing the job is
always beneficial and something that I go over in more detail with my brides when we get
to that point but this is an area that I believe, with the right mindset and with a positive
attitude, you'll absolutely be able to create the wedding of your dreams on whatever
budget that you have. 

Enjoy this dreaming phase, it's honestly the best part of planning your wedding so do not
skip over it! I'm all about bringing solutions rather than problems and trust me, together,
we can accomplish anything! 
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I'm worried that if I dream too big, I won't

be able to afford it               

what's your process of non-negotiables?              



I’m going LIVE this evening in our Challenge
Facebook group at 7 pm UK time to answer and
troubleshoot your vision building questions and
how it relates to your wedding.

We’ll go deeper into step one of my Bliss Bride
Formula and celebrate the wins from our first day! 

Plus - remember - you can be in the running to win
our amazing wedding planning toolkit collection
bundle prize just by showing up live on the call,
engaging in the group & completing today's task.

Make sure you tag @wedinblissuk in the Facebook
Group if you need support or have questions and
contact hello@wed-in-bliss.com if you have any
email or tech issues.
 
Remember, you deserve to enjoy this milestone
moment, embrace it because it's yours already! 

Nikki xoxo
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remember to join 

            me                      Live!         

If you're not already in the Facebook group, 
Click Here To Join!

https://wedinbliss.podia.com/d763c254-35ec-47cb-b244-c68303f91c27
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2022wedminchallenge
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2022wedminchallenge
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2022wedminchallenge
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2022wedminchallenge
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actions 

for today!           
Bonus         

       

Complete today's task of curating a collage that best describes the theme
you'd like to implement for your big day

Describe the 5 emotional/experiential things you're most looking forward
to as part of your wedding day

Answer those 6 questions to see what type of wedding you'd like -
to spice things up, do it with your partner...separately!

Post screenshots/video of your completed main task onto the Results Thread
within 24 hours to be in with the chance of winning our Wedding Planning
Toolkit Collection bundle that's up for grabs! 

Post screenshots/video of your completed main task onto your Instagram
stories and tag us @wedinblissuk to receive a Social Share gift at the end of
the challenge! 

https://wedinbliss.podia.com/d763c254-35ec-47cb-b244-c68303f91c27
https://www.instagram.com/wedinblissuk/
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NOTES
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NOTES
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